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Abstract Near-surface applied electromagnetic geophysics is experiencing an explosive
period of growth with many innovative techniques and applications presently emergent and
others certain to be forthcoming. An attempt is made here to bring together and describe
some of the most notable advances. This is a difficult task since papers describing elec-
tromagnetic induction methods are widely dispersed throughout the scientific literature.
The traditional topics discussed herein include modeling, inversion, heterogeneity,
anisotropy, target recognition, logging, and airborne electromagnetics (EM). Several new
or emerging techniques are introduced including landmine detection, biogeophysics,
interferometry, shallow-water electromagnetics, radiomagnetotellurics, and airborne
unexploded ordnance (UXO) discrimination. Representative case histories that illustrate
the range of exciting new geoscience that has been enabled by the developing techniques
are presented from important application areas such as hydrogeology, contamination, UXO
and landmines, soils and agriculture, archeology, and hazards and climate.
Keywords Controlled-source electromagnetics  Electrical conductivity 
Near-surface geophysics
1 Introduction
This review describes advances made since 2007 in electromagnetic induction techniques
relevant for near-surface applied geophysical investigations. I consider near-surface
techniques as referring to marine, borehole, airborne, or ground-based measurements that
have a penetration depth of nominally *1 km or less and, with a few exceptions, that are
made at frequencies such that displacement currents can be neglected. This depth range
includes airborne electromagnetics (AEM) and well logging, topics that are sometimes
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omitted in the reviews of near-surface electromagnetics. I have avoided magnetotellurics
(MT), except radiomagnetotellurics (RMT), since MT is essentially a deep exploration
tool. Other related techniques such as resistivity/induced polarization (IP) or ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) are not considered, except for studies in which they are integrated
with electromagnetic induction techniques. Laboratory-based petrophysical studies of the
low-frequency electromagnetic properties of geomaterials are also excluded. Recent
overviews of near-surface electromagnetic geophysics can be found in Nobes (1996),
Tezkan (1999), and Pellerin (2002).
There is a huge scientific literature on near-surface electromagnetic geophysics. Such an
expansive canon precludes an exhaustive survey. Accordingly, the majority of papers
reviewed herein are ones that can be found using the elementary search terms ‘‘electro-
magnetic induction’’ and ‘‘controlled-source electromagnetic(s)’’ in the ISI Web of Science
citation index. This method of gathering information is imperfect but hopefully has led to a
useful snapshot of the current state of the art in near-surface electromagnetic techniques.
Many important papers surely have been missed, including those whose abstracts do not
contain these search terms, or else the paper appears in a publication not represented in the
citation index. I assume responsibility for omissions and apologize to the reader in
advance.
The review is not tutorial in nature, so that a reader wishing to improve his or her basic
understanding in a certain aspect of electromagnetic geophysics is advised to consult the
appropriate paper(s) cited herein. For better or worse, the emphasis of the review is on
electromagnetic techniques as opposed to the exciting and innovative geoscience that is
enabled by their application. However, to illustrate the range of science that has been
accomplished, I have selected representative case studies from the major application areas
at the end of the review. There is also a section on new or emerging techniques. The review
need not be read straight through from start to finish. Most sections are self-contained, so
that a reader can jump directly to the areas of research that he/she finds most interesting.
Indeed, I expect that only the most assiduous reader will parse the entire document.
The organization of the review proceeds as follows. Individual papers are assigned to
exactly one of the following main categories: modeling, inversion, heterogeneity, anisot-
ropy, target recognition, logging, airborne EM, new or emerging techniques, and selected
applications. This organizational framework is also somewhat arbitrary and many of the
papers stubbornly refuse to be uniquely categorized. A second apology is therefore in order
in the case that I might have improperly classified a given paper. The review finishes with
some closing remarks.
2 Modeling
Boerner (2010) has reviewed recent developments in finite difference (FD) and finite
element (FE) methods for numerical solution of the 3-D electromagnetic induction forward
problem. His main findings can be summarized as follows. Spatial discretization of
Maxwell’s equations using FD is typically accomplished using a staggered Yee grid.
Material averaging schemes have been developed in FD to handle anisotropic electrical
conductivity structures. A major trend in FE is the replacement of node-based elements
with edge-based elements. Adaptive mesh refinement strategies have also been developed.
Regardless of the spatial discretization method, efficient transient solutions have been
demonstrated using DuFort–Frankel explicit and backward Euler implicit time-stepping
schemes. A spectral Lanczos decomposition method (SLDM) for constructing the matrix
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exponential has also been used successfully to compute transient responses. The FE or FD
linear system of equations is most often solved using iterative Krylov subspace methods of
the conjugate gradient type, but direct solvers that do not require expensive precondi-
tioning are becoming increasingly competitive. Fast multigrid solvers based on the curl–
curl operator show tremendous promise. While FE and FD remain the numerical modeling
workhorses, alternative modeling approaches such as finite volume (FV) and spectral-finite
element (SFE) have been explored. Future advances in numerical modeling are likely to
involve the implementation of parallelized codes on distributed memory systems and
computing clusters.
Knizhnerman et al. (2009) have advanced the theoretical development of the SLDM
method. It is already well established that SLDM allows us to solve 3-D electromagnetic
induction problems simultaneously for many frequencies at the cost of a single-frequency
problem. The performance of SLDM depends, however, on the specific frequencies that are
chosen. The new development, based on a rational Krylov subspace approximation of the
resolvent function, is to select frequencies over a bounded positive interval in a manner
such that optimal convergence is obtained.
Mulder et al. (2008) evaluate transient electromagnetic responses by taking the Fourier
transform of piecewise-cubic Hermite interpolated frequency-domain solutions. The
computational complexity of the Fourier transform method is *Nf N
3, where Nf is the
number of frequencies and N is the number of grid points in each spatial coordinate. This
compares favorably with DuFort–Frankel and implicit time-stepping schemes that both




. The modeling in the frequency
domain is performed using a multigrid approach, as introduced by Plessix et al. (2007). The
computational grids are adapted to the source location and the frequency.
A new 3-D controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) FD code that employs the
MUMPS direct solver is presented by Streich (2009). The MUMPS software package
performs an LDLT factorization of the governing linear system and is parallelized for
distributed memory machine architectures. Direct solvers have large memory require-
ments, on the order of tens of Gbytes for 3-D problems, but they offer an advantage over
iterative solvers in that multiple sources can be efficiently modeled using the original
factorization (see Fig. 1).
Yegorov (2009) has developed a 3-D Trefftz-type FE method. The Trefftz basis
functions are the exact solutions to the governing Helmholtz equation within each discrete
block of the solution domain. These exact solutions are then joined together by boundary
conditions applied at the block boundaries. The resulting linear system of equations is very
Fig. 1 Performance of the MUMPS direct solver with increasing number of unknowns in a CSEM forward
modeling problem; a memory usage; b time for matrix factorization; c time for a single solution (after
Streich 2009)
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sparse as only a minimal number of basis functions is required to represent the electro-
magnetic field. The sparse system is solved using a preconditioned Kaczmarz iterative
method.
There have also been advances in integral equation (IE) modeling of 3-D electromag-
netic induction problems. Singer (2008) has developed a numerical formulation of an
iterative-dissipative IE that preserves the contraction properties of the continuous integral
equation. Avdeev and Knizhnik (2009) describe an efficient iterative-dissipative IE algo-
rithm whose computational load scales as *NxNyNz, that is, linearly in the number of
prisms in each of the three spatial dimensions. Previous IE algorithms of this type were
found to scale as *NxNyN2z , that is, quadratic in the vertical dimension. The improvement
is based on the discovery that the five main diagonals of the Green’s matrix are sufficient to
determine the entire matrix.
A new IE solution technique has been suggested by van den Berg et al. (2008). The
scattered electric field in the frequency domain is decomposed into a first component that
corresponds to scattering in the anomalous zone and a second component that represents
the interaction between the anomalous zone and the background layered host. The com-
ponents take the form of convolution and correlation integrals that are efficiently computed
using Fourier transform techniques.
Endo et al. (2008) have developed a multigrid approach to IE quasilinear forward
modeling. The term ‘‘quasilinear’’ is given to methods in which the anomalous electric
field is assumed to take the form of a reflectivity vector multiplied by the amplitude of the
background electric field. The new development is that the reflectivity vector is first
computed on a coarse grid and then linearly interpolated onto a finer grid whereupon the
integral equation is solved anew. Moreover, the effects of an inhomogeneous background
zone can be modeled by applying the algorithm iteratively. The approach has been gen-
eralized by Endo et al. (2009) to handle multiple inhomogeneous zones.
In the conventional IE method, the unknown variable is the electric field. In regions of
strong conductivity contrast up to 106, the accuracy of the IE method tends to degrade
since it is assumed that the electric field is constant over the discrete cells of the anomalous
zone. At high contrast, electric fields vary rapidly in space. Zhdanov et al. (2007) have
overcome this problem by formulating a new IE method in terms of the volume-integrated
electric current within each cell.
With application to the offshore exploration of shallow gas hydrates in mind, Swidinsky
and Edwards (2009) have formulated and solved a frequency-domain IE governing the
CSEM response of an infinitely long horizontal insulating strip of finite width and vertical
thickness embedded in a conductive double half-space. The integral equation emerges as a
direct consequence of the physical requirement that no vertical current can flow across the
strip. A transformation of the response into the time domain is achieved using the Gaver–
Stehfest inverse Laplace algorithm. A series of snapshots showing diffusion of the electric
current stream function through a strip of transverse resistance 100 Xm2 is presented in
Fig. 2. In Swidinsky and Edwards (2010), the method is generalized to a resistive strip of
finite length embedded in a multilayered Earth.
Metal detectors based on electromagnetic induction principles are the geophysical
instruments of choice for landmine detection. Most commercial instruments feature some
type of compensation circuit to account for the background soil viscous magnetic response
that can overwhelm a subtle landmine signature. Druyts et al. (2009) have developed a
novel Born approximation approach for calculating the effect of a background soil
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half-space on the response of a generic metal detector system. The soil is presumed to be
non-conductive with weak magnetic susceptibility.
3 Inversion
Papers published in the inversion of electromagnetic induction data during 2007–2010 can
be broadly broken down into two categories: stand-alone and joint inversions with other
types of geophysical data.
Fig. 2 2-D IE transient solutions for unit dipole excitation of a resistive strip. Contour units, mA/km (after
Swidinsky and Edwards 2009). Used with permission
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To mitigate the high computational requirements for the interpretation of industry 3-D
CSEM datasets, Commer and Newman (2008) have published a number of technical
improvements to their existing 3-D inversion algorithm. First, the forward modeling grid
and the inversion grid were made independent of each other. This required the develop-
ment of a suitable material averaging scheme to transfer conductivity models between the
two grids. Second, new constraints on allowable conductivity models were introduced to
avoid searches of unphysical regions of model space. Finally, the code was parallelized on
two levels: the tasks required to solve the linear system are split among several processors
and data from different transmitter locations are sent to different processors. A significant
effort was undertaken to achieve equitable load balancing among the processors.
A new 3-D inversion algorithm for large-scale CSEM datasets has been implemented by
Plessix and van der Sman (2008). The forward computation uses a multigrid FV method.
The computational and inversion grids are decoupled. An objective function consisting of a
weighted sum of data misfit and regularization terms is minimized using a Gauss–Newton
method. Two complementary types of regularization are considered. First is a blocky
inversion in which the Earth is divided into a small number of regular blocks. The second
is a ‘‘minimum-norm’’ inversion in which adherence to an a priori model, as derived, for
example, from seismic interpretation, is favored.
Abubakar et al. (2008) have developed a new frequency-domain 2.5-D electromagnetic
inversion based on FD forward modeling that utilizes a staggered Yee grid and a direct
matrix solver. The objective function is the product, rather than the traditional weighted
sum, of a data misfit term and a model regularization term. The use of a multiplicative cost
function avoids the specification of a trade-off parameter between data misfit and model
regularization. An interesting feature is that the forward responses are balanced such that
each frequency component contributes roughly the same amount to the overall data misfit.
The regularization term can be chosen to favor either smooth or blocky conductivity
models. The objective function is minimized using a Gauss–Newton algorithm.
A fast thin-sheet inversion code has been presented by Singer and Fainberg (2007). The
layered Earth is presumed to contain a number of thin, laterally heterogeneous zones
(Fig. 3, top). A layer is thin if it is much smaller than both the skin depth and the length-
scale of lateral variations in the electromagnetic field at Earth’s surface. The unknown
heterogeneous conductance S(r) of a thin conducting layer is expressed as a convolution of
the data with an ‘‘admittance kernel,’’ which can be regarded as a type of Earth filter. A
similar approach is used to determine the transverse resistance T(r) of thin resistive layer.
The algorithm is fast since only convolution-type integrations are required to solve the
inverse problem. An example of the reconstruction of a near-surface conductance
S(r) model for plane-wave excitation at frequency of 10 Hz is shown in Fig. 3, bottom
panel.
Wang et al. (2008a) have developed a method for fast inversion of multicomponent
induction logging (MCIL) tool responses in terms of horizontal and vertical anisotropic
conductivities, rh and rv, and the dip and thickness of formation beds. The forward
modeling is based on a decomposition of the vertical magnetic dipole source such that the
3-D problem degenerates into a number of axially symmetric ones. A standard mode-
matching technique is then used to solve the axisymmetric forward problems. The
inversion is essentially a fixed point iteration of a non-linear function that involves the
matrix of semi-analytic Frechet derivatives of the MCIL response with respect to the model
parameters. To increase computational efficiency, the Frechet matrix is decomposed using
singular value decomposition.
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For mapping soil electrical conductivity as a function of depth, Monteiro Santos et al.
(2010) have developed a laterally constrained 1-D inversion algorithm for horizontal
coplanar (loop–loop) electromagnetic data. The forward equations, and the sensitivity
functions used in the inversion, are based on analytic approximate formulas that are valid
for the LIN (low induction number) regime. Adjacent 1-D inversions are constrained such
that only smooth lateral variations in the conductivity-depth profiles along a survey line are
allowed.
Of the joint inversion papers published during 2007–2010, the first to be mentioned is
that of Hu et al. (2009). The authors combine a 2.5-D frequency-domain electromagnetic
inversion, based on FD forward modeling, with a 2-D seismic inversion. The Gauss–
Newton method is used to optimize the objective function that is characterized by a
multiplicative regularization term and frequency balancing. The algorithm simultaneously
finds electrical conductivity and seismic P-wave velocity models that have similar
piecewise-constant structure. This is accomplished by means of a ‘‘cross-gradient’’ term in
the objective function that is minimal when structural discontinuities in the electrical and
seismic structure are aligned and maximal when they are mutually perpendicular. The
Fig. 3 (top) Thin-sheet structure showing layers of heterogeneous conductance S(r) and transverse
resistance T(r); (bottom left) a model containing heterogeneous conductance S(x, y); (bottom right) the
inversion result (after Singer and Fainberg 2007). Used with permission
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justification for enforcing structural similarity is that both physical properties are related to
porosity.
Candansayar and Tezkan (2008) have developed a 2-D joint inversion of radiomag-
netotelluric (RMT) and DC resistivity data using a regularized least-squares approach. The
FD method was used for both forward solvers. Electrical conductivity is the common
physical property of the Earth probed by the two geophysical techniques. Hence, the RMT
and DC data can be treated equivalently and were placed together into a single data misfit
term of the objective function.
An example of buried target parameter estimation is given by Stalnaker and Miller
(2007). The forward problem is based on the analytic expression for the electromagnetic
response of a polarizable magnetic dipole. The authors use a combination of Levenburg–
Marquardt (LM) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) to determine optimal dipole
parameters. LM is a gradient-based descent method that performs best in the vicinity of a
local minimum of the objective function. PSO is an evolutionary global optimization
technique that mimics the collective problem-solving capability emergent in large natural
groups such as flocks of birds or swarms of insects. In this application, a few PSO iterations
were used to find a good starting model for the LM algorithm.
Monteiro Santos and El-Kaliouby (2010) have presented 1-D joint inversions of DC
resistivity and time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) data based on semi-analytic layered
forward modeling. The two geophysical methods are complementary since DC better
resolves resistive layers, whereas TDEM better resolves conductive layers. Local and
global techniques for the optimization of a misfit function are compared in this paper. The
local method, based on weighted least-squares, and the two global methods, simulated
annealing (SA) and PSO, produce similar conductivity models, although least-squares is
faster than the global methods, while SA is very slow. The global methods are better suited
to study model equivalence. Bala and Pieta (2010) have performed a similar 1-D joint
inversion study based on Monte Carlo global optimization. It was shown that DC resistivity
and loop–loop electromagnetic data interpreted together can also help overcome model
ambiguities.
4 Heterogeneity
A common approach in electromagnetic geophysics for contending with near-surface
heterogeneity is to regard electrical conductivity as a spatially random variable. As shown
below, many of the recent advances in treating electromagnetic heterogeneity have been
made by soil scientists and hydrologists.
Abdu et al. (2008) have mapped apparent electrical conductivity ra variations using a
loop–loop electromagnetic instrument across a large (*38 ha) watershed. A spatial sta-
tistical analysis was undertaken to evaluate the pattern of subsurface soil moisture and to
explore its possible impact on the local ecohydrology. Kriging was first employed to
provide a spatially continuous map of the discrete ra measurements. The uncertainty of the
ra map was then estimated using a sequential Gaussian simulation technique. In general, ra
values systematically decreased with distance away from known and suspected subsurface
fluid flow paths.
A problem of great concern in irrigated agricultural areas is soil salinization. The
potential for salinization depends on the soil properties and local hydrogeology, which in
turn is correlated with the underlying stratigraphy. Triantafilis and Buchanan (2009) have
performed a cluster analysis of kriged loop–loop ra data acquired across a watershed by
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means of a fuzzy k-means algorithm. They find that the ra measurements group statistically
into several classes, with each class being interpreted as a different stratigraphic unit
(Fig. 4). In this way, loop–loop electromagnetic data were used to partition a watershed
into its constituent stratigraphic units.
A spatially continuous ra map is often required for a complete statistical analysis of soil
and hydrological processes at the landscape or watershed scale. However, near-surface
electrical conductivity can exhibit sharp discontinuities at boundaries between areas of
different soil types or land management practices. Brenning et al. (2008) have developed a
geostatistical regularization method for smoothing ra data across such discontinuities. The
method generates a large-scale continuous ra map, ideal for studying watershed hydrology,
while preserving the local statistical properties of the ra measurements within each of the
different areas. A similar study has been performed by Weller et al. (2007).
Weiss and Everett (2007) have proposed a novel approach for using loop–loop elec-
tromagnetic data to characterize geomaterials that exhibit length-scale-dependent hetero-
geneity. Generalized Maxwell equations involving a fractional time derivative are
introduced to simulate the anomalous diffusion of electromagnetic eddy currents into such
media. The algorithm has its physical basis in terms of a random walk of charge carriers
within a confined geometry. The theory was tested on transient loop–loop data acquired
over a central Texas river floodplain (Fig. 5). Everett (2009) has developed an analytic
solution to the fractional Maxwell equations for modeling anomalous electromagnetic
diffusion into a rough half-space. Decker and Everett (2009) have extended the calcula-
tions to a rough multilayered Earth.
5 Anisotropy
The electrical conductivity of the near-surface zone is oftentimes anisotropic, which can
greatly complicate electromagnetic data interpretation. The effects of anisotropy have been
explicitly treated in a number of papers published between 2007 and 2010. Many of the
advances in electrical anisotropy have come from the petroleum geophysics community.
Newman et al. (2010) have presented an algorithm for smooth 3-D inversion of marine
CSEM data in the presence of electrical anisotropy (Fig. 6). The conductivity tensor is
uniaxial, with vertical axis of anisotropy, such that the Earth is horizontally isotropic. The
horizontal and vertical conductivities, rh and rv, respectively, are assumed to be constant
Fig. 4 Distribution of EM34 apparent conductivity readings within each of the k = 4 classified
stratigraphic units A–D: a 10-m; b 20-m; c 40-m intercoil spacing (after Triantafilis and Buchanan 2009)
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within each cell of the modeling grid. Smoothing of the two conductivities is performed
independently. The condition rh C rv, which is appropriate for fine-scale sedimentary
interbedding, is not required to be explicitly enforced. It is found that broadside data
respond mainly to rh, while inline data are most sensitive to rv. While this example is not a
near-surface application stricto senso, it is included here since it is a major advance of the
state of the art in 3-D anisotropy inversion.
Fig. 5 Eddy current diffusion
time as a function of squared
source-receiver separation over a
central Texas river floodplain.
The anomalous diffusion
hypothesis predicts the observed
linear relationship (after Weiss
and Everett 2007)
Fig. 6 Smooth inversion of
marine CSEM data from Troll
Field in terms of an isotropic (top
panel) and a unixial (bottom two
panels) electrical resistivity
tensor (after Newman et al. 2010)
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Sun and Nie (2008) have introduced a new 3-D FE forward code for modeling multi-
component induction logging (MCIL) responses in deviated wells in the presence of
electrical anisotropy. The formation conductivity tensor is uniaxial with the axis of
anisotropy perpendicular to bedding planes. A special feature of their approach is the use
of hierarchical vector finite elements that permit the electromagnetic field to be modeled
with higher-order basis functions at locations where it varies rapidly such as material
interfaces or close to the transmitter.
Other logging papers published during 2007–2010 that have considered electrical
anisotropy include Wang et al. (2008b) and Zhong et al. (2008), both of whom have
generated semi-analytic 1-D solutions for MCIL tool responses in stratified formations
characterized by uniaxial electrical anisotropy.
Epov et al. (2010) have used analytic formulas to calculate fixed-offset loop–loop
frequency-domain and time-domain electromagnetic responses in the presence of a uni-
form anisotropic half-space. The principal axes of the uniaxial conductivity tensor intersect
the horizontal plane obliquely. To recover the anisotropy from field measurements, fre-
quency-domain loop–loop data should be acquired over a range of receiver azimuths
(Fig. 7). Moreover, the early-time transient embeds information about the anisotropy in its
zero-crossing time as the response switches from positive to negative. The late-time
transient response however is not diagnostic of the anisotropy.
General expressions for the electromagnetic fields in a stratified medium containing
arbitrary anisotropy have been derived using a matrix propagator approach by Løseth and
Ursin (2007). All three electromagnetic properties, namely electrical conductivity r, per-
mittivity e, and magnetic permeability l, are assumed to be piecewise-constant dyadic
tensors. The method is based on solving a system of ordinary differential equations for the
field components following their 2-D Fourier transformation in the horizontal directions.
Formulas are provided for fields generated by horizontal and vertical electric dipole
sources and horizontal and vertical magnetic dipole sources.
6 Target Recognition
In this category, I consider papers from 2007 to 2010 that describe new electromagnetic
induction techniques for probing buried compact targets such as metallic spheres and other
artifacts of regular geometry that can be described by a small number of parameters.
Fig. 7 (left) Loop excitation of a uniform half-space characterized by an inclined, uniaxial conductivity
tensor; (right) apparent resistivity at 1 kHz as a function of receiver azimuth, for different inclinations of
electrical anisotropy (after Epov et al. 2010). Used with permission
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Topics of interest here range from forward modeling to target parameter estimation. Most
of the advances in this area have come from the unexploded ordnance (UXO) community.
Oftentimes in near-surface geophysics, it is possible to recognize buried artifacts
directly from the measured data. For example, an underground utility can appear as a
diffraction hyperbola in a GPR section or a buried steel pipeline can appear as a distinctive
linear total-field anomaly in a magnetics dataset. Kadioglu and Daniels (2008) have
described a new method for visualizing buried artifacts from combined displays of ground-
penetrating radar GPR and transient electromagnetic data. The visualization, which can be
optimized using judicious choices of colors, opacity, filters, and other graphics processing
tools, in this case enables the discrimination of subsurface metallic from non-metallic
objects. The method is applied to an investigation into the buried remnants of former
industrial activity at a brownfield site.
Several papers have reported progress in forward modeling of buried, highly conductive
bodies. Asten and Duncan (2007) have developed a fast approximate forward algorithm for
determining the electromagnetic response of a permeable, highly conductive target. The
surface of the body is decomposed into a number of rectangular facets, each of which is
modeled as a set of concentric wire loops that is inductively coupled to the transmitter and
to the other facets. Some important effects of permeability such as enhanced flux-gath-
ering, demagnetization, and non-linearity are incorporated heuristically into the modeling
algorithm.
Chen et al. (2007) have represented the electromagnetic excitation and response of a
highly conductive object as linear superpositions of prolate spheroidal basis functions. The
response can be regarded as a set of scattering coefficients corresponding to a given
spheroidal mode of excitation. The scattering coefficients for a given object and excitation
mode are obtained by regularized least-squares fitting to electromagnetic measurements. It
is found that only a few scattering coefficients are required to characterize the electro-
magnetic response of most objects, including bodies of revolution (BORs) such as an
ellipsoid and non-BORs such as a rectangular plate. A comparison of theory and mea-
surement for a 60-mm mortar target is shown in Fig. 8. In a related study, Zhang et al.
(2008) have applied supervised machine learning algorithms to classify targets according
to size based on their spheroidal mode responses.
Bre´ard et al. (2009) have developed a method for computing the loop–loop forward
electromagnetic response of a conductive ellipsoid buried in a conductive half-space. The
Fig. 8 Simulated and measured loop–loop EM responses over a buried 60-mm mortar. The first (second) 25
measurement points in each plot refer to the sensor at height 0.165 (0.265) m above the target; (left) real;
(right) imaginary magnetic response (after Chen et al. 2007)
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ellipsoid is of small size compared with the skin depth in the host medium, and the
conductivity contrast between the ellipsoid and the host is low to moderate. Under these
conditions, the ellipsoid can be regarded as a polarizable electric dipole. The secondary
electromagnetic field is simply that generated by the dipole situated in free space, multi-
plied by the product of the ellipsoid/host conductivity contrast and a depolarization tensor
that depends on the ellipsoid semiaxis lengths. Multiple ellipsoids are modeled using a
variant of Lax–Foldy theory in which the field incident on the n-th ellipsoid is equal to the
sum of the primary half-space field plus the sum of the secondary fields from the other
n - 1 ellipsoids. In a closely related paper, Bre´ard et al. (2008) have applied an evolu-
tionary algorithm, a type of global optimization method, for the retrieval of buried ellipsoid
parameters from loop–loop impedance measurements.
The electromagnetic characterization of buried conductive targets is difficult in iron-
bearing magnetic soil environments. In such cases, the spatially varying background
geological noise degrades target parameter estimations. In particular, the electromagnetic
response is affected by factors that alter the relative position of the sensor to the back-
ground geology, such as along-track variations in topography and sensor orientation. Pa-
sion et al. (2008) have presented a unique method for coestimation of target parameters
with the long-wavelength geological signal, based on an approximate analytical formula
for the loop response of a permeable half-space. The magnetic soil is assumed to be non-
conductive but possesses viscous remanent magnetization (VRM).
Smith et al. (2007) have developed a method for accurate target parameter estimation
that is based on the concept of null coupling between a transmitter and a receiver. A null-
coupled receiver records only the secondary field from the target of interest, and it is
insensitive to the much larger primary field from the transmitter. Since multiple trans-
mitters are employed in the latest generation of sensors, it is often impossible to deploy a
traditional single null-coupled receiver. The authors have discovered, however, that the
difference in responses from receivers that are placed in appropriate symmetric positions
with respect to the multiple transmitters can generate a null signal. Furthermore, the
inversion of the null signal in terms of target parameters is robust with respect to posi-
tioning errors.
In the time domain, it is well known that the electromagnetic response from a buried
conductive targets can be expressed as a series of damped exponentials, in which the time
constants of the exponentials are known as relaxation times. The distribution of relaxation
times encodes information about the target size, shape, location, composition, and other
attributes. Equivalently in the frequency domain, a spectrum of relaxation frequencies
can be defined. Wei et al. (2010) have formulated a constrained linear optimization
technique to extract the relaxation frequencies from frequency-domain electromagnetic
measurements.
An innovative technique for target parameter estimation has been published by Shu-
bitidze et al. (2008). The method assumes that the electromagnetic response of the target,
in the form of the magnetic field H, has been measured everywhere on some horizontal
plane above the target. A set of equivalent magnetic dipoles is then found that can explain
the magnetic field data. These dipoles are restricted to lie in a horizontal plane above the
target, but below the plane of measurements. Once the equivalent dipoles are found, the
magnetic vector A and electric scalar potential w they generate are computed everywhere
on the measurement plane. Knowledge of the set (H, A, and w) everywhere on the mea-
surement plane is sufficient to retrieve the target’s location and magnetic polarizability
tensor.
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Song et al. (2008a) have developed a method for determining the location of a buried
target from data recorded by an array of electromagnetic induction sensors. Their method
is similar in principle to the beamforming concept used for source localization in sonar and
radar array processing. The major assumption is that the target can be represented as a
polarizable point dipole. In this case, the source power, defined as the sum of squares of the
elements of the dipole polarizability tensor, presumably emerges from a single point
beneath the sensor array. The source localization procedure can then be cast as an opti-
mization problem: find the point of source activity that best explains the observed mea-
surement power across the sensor array. The method is also capable of distinguishing
multiple closely spaced targets that combine to generate a single electromagnetic anomaly.
Tarokh and Miller (2007) have addressed the target parameter estimation problem in the
presence of sensor positioning errors. The forward problem is based on a polarizable point
dipole. The authors have formulated a min–max optimization scheme in which the optimal
target parameters are those that minimize the maximum misfit to a set of electromagnetic
induction data. The maximum misfit, for any candidate set of target parameters, is obtained
by generating a sample of likely sensor locations and comparing the corresponding misfits.
Other papers from 2007 to 2010 that have examined electromagnetic induction in buried
compact targets include McKenna and McKenna (2010), who have built upon previously
known analytical solutions to explore loop–loop triaxial (three-component receiver)
electromagnetic responses of buried linear conductors that are indicative of civil infra-
structure, such as a pipeline or the electrical cabling often found inside a tunnel. Song et al.
(2008b) have extended the spheroidal excitation approach (SEA) of forward modeling into
the time domain and have computed transient electromagnetic responses from buried
compact targets. Walker et al. (2007) have studied various experimental factors that can
degrade the quality of transient electromagnetic datasets used for buried target
discrimination.
7 Logging
There is strong overlap between this section of the review and the modeling section mainly
because it is not possible in my organizational framework to uniquely classify logging
papers that contain new modeling methodologies. The reader interested in advances in
logging is therefore advised to read also the modeling section.
Davydycheva (2010) has reviewed developments over the past decade in the logging of
petroleum wells using the principles of electromagnetic induction combined, in some
cases, with electromagnetic wave propagation. Her main findings relative to new instru-
ments and data processing techniques can be summarized as follows. A number of tools
have been introduced for both wireline and logging-while-drilling (LWD) scenarios. The
new instrumentation has focused on full tensor measurement using triaxial transmitters and
triaxial receivers, thus providing new capabilities for detecting azimuthal heterogeneities
and analyzing formation anisotropy. Newly developed data processing techniques such as
multifrequency focusing (MFF) correct for distortions found in triaxial wireline data due to
the borehole, the invasion zone, and tool eccentricity. Symmetrization and rotation of
tensor measurements allows the separation of borehole effects from those of dipping beds
and formation anisotropy. The latest generation of LWD propagation resistivity tools
features antennas that are tilted with respect to the borehole axis. Such configurations take
advantage of the tool rotation to provide directional measurements for improved
geosteering.
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An overview of advanced strategies for hydrocarbon reservoir characterization based
on LWD electromagnetic data has been provided by Omeragic et al. (2010). A forward
modeling toolkit consisting of parallelized 2-D and 2.5-D FE and FD codes is described.
The forward codes are utilized for a number of purposes including experimental design
and sensitivity studies, geosteering, and post-acquisition data analysis. The authors
provide case histories showing typical workflows for a faulted and a deepwater turbidite
reservoir.
A wide range of numerical modeling approaches has appeared in the logging litera-
ture. For example, a spectral method for computing triaxial induction responses in a
medium with biaxial anisotropy has been developed by Yuan et al. (2010). A thinly
laminated sand-shale sequence cross-cut by fractures generates biaxial anisotropy. The
governing Maxwell equations are Fourier transformed in all three spatial directions, and
the resulting spectral-domain equations are solved algebraically. For the inverse Fourier
transform, standard quadrature routines are used to integrate over the horizontal wave-
numbers, while a contour integration is required for the more challenging vertical
wavenumber.
Davydycheva et al. (2009) have described a 3-D FD code in cylindrical coordinates
based on the SLDM formalism. The code uses a staggered Yee grid and material averaging
to handle high conductivity contrasts. Formation anisotropy is described by a uniaxial
conductivity tensor with its axis perpendicular to dipping bed interfaces. The code is
applied to optimize the design of a triaxial array induction tool to minimize borehole and
tool eccentricity effects.
For modeling wireline and LWD responses in deviated wells, Pardo et al. (2008)
have developed new 3-D forward modeling capabilities building on a previous 2-D FE
algorithm for DC resistivity logging. In the new method, a quasi-cylindrical coordinate
system (f1, f2, f3) is introduced (Fig. 9, top left) in which coordinate f2 is periodic
over the interval [0, 2p). This facilitates a Fourier mode expansion in terms of f2. A
finite element discretization is then constructed in terms of the other two variables (f1,
f3). In this way, the 3-D simulation code reduces to a series of 2-D forward problems.
The method is fast compared with other 3-D codes since only a few Fourier modes are
generally required to solve practical problems. An example of a forward simulation
based on the modeled wireline logging tool in Fig. 9, top right is shown in Fig. 9,
bottom panel. A similar forward modeling approach is used by Wang et al. (2009) who
solve 2-D problems by a semi-analytic method and address uniaxial formation
anisotropy.
Epov et al. (2007) have developed a 3-D forward modeling code for high-resolution
induction logging (HFIL) applications. An FE formulation in terms of the electric E field is
adopted along with hexahedral edge-based elements and a multigrid linear solver. The
code is applied to predict the HFIL response of a thin conductive layer containing clays or
conductive drilling muds.
Lee and Teixeira (2007) have implemented an explicit finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) formulation on a staggered grid. A leapfrog update scheme is used to handle the
time derivative in governing difference equations. The code is applied to simulate LWD
responses in cylindrical media characterized by a fully anisotropic conductivity tensor
and dipping bed interfaces. Hue and Teixeira (2007) have used the numerical mode-
matching method to evaluate the induction response of tilted loop antennas in cylindri-
cally stratified formations with uniaxial anisotropy. For solving similar problems, Novo
et al. (2007) have developed a new FV technique based on a vector-scalar (A, u)
potential formulation.
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8 Airborne Electromagnetics
A significant number of advances in AEM techniques have occurred within the 2007–2010
time frame. Herein, I review a small sample of these contributions.
An inversion of AEM data for 3-D geological structure is highly time-consuming since
a separate forward problem and sensitivity evaluation must be calculated for each trans-
mitter position. Cox et al. (2010) have developed a fast method for inverting 3-D AEM
data. The authors recognize that the AEM footprint, defined as the area of ground surface
beneath the airborne measurement platform that contributes to the observed AEM signal, is
Fig. 9 (top left) Quasi-cylindrical coordinate system used for 3-D EM logging simulations; (top right)
modeled wireline logging tool containing one TX and two RX coils; (bottom left) a layered resistivity
model; (bottom right) wireline logging-tool model response, defined as the difference in real component of
the electric field measured by the two RX’s, for different numbers of superimposed Fourier modes; well
deviation is 60 (after Pardo et al. 2008). Used with permission
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generally much smaller than the overall size of the AEM survey (Fig. 10). In that case, the
size of the forward modeling domain can be truncated to the size of the AEM footprint,
thus greatly reducing the cost of forward solutions. The AEM inversion is based on a 3D IE
forward code and a regularized conjugate gradient algorithm for minimizing the objective
function. Further elaboration of this method has been provided by Wilson et al. (2010).
A real-time conductivity-depth imaging algorithm for helicopter time-domain AEM
data has been presented by Huang and Rudd (2008). The AEM system consists of a large
transmitter loop with smaller horizontal and vertical receiver loops placed in the center.
The time constants and amplitudes of the exponentially decaying transient signals acquired
along a flight track are converted into estimates of apparent conductivity and effective
depths. In this way, a laterally contiguous suite of conductivity-depth profiles is con-
structed that can then be assembled into 2-D sections and 3-D volumes depending on the
survey flight line geometry. The imaging algorithm is based on the system response to a
pseudolayer half-space model in which a half-space model is overlain by a perfectly
resistive layer that accounts for errors in the system altitude determination caused by
factors such as altimeter errors and the occurrence of forest canopy.
Valle´e and Smith (2009) have performed a laterally constrained 1-D inversion of time-
domain AEM data for hydrogeological applications. The lateral constraint restricts along-
track model roughness such that only slowly varying 2-D conductivity models are per-
missible. The forward problem and constraints are combined into a linearized system of
equations for unknown model parameter perturbations. These equations are solved by an
iterative least-squares singular value decomposition (SVD) method, otherwise called a
Jupp–Vozoff damped eigenparameter inversion. The cultural noise1 found in the dataset
proved difficult to suppress.
A very similar approach has been taken by Viezzoli et al. (2008) to construct three-
dimensional, spatially constrained 1-D inversions of time-domain AEM data. In this
method, a Delaunay triangulation of the modeling domain (Fig. 11) is used to identify
neighboring model parameters. The Delaunay algorithm works well with irregularly
Fig. 10 The footprint (shaded regions show overlapping footprints) of an AEM exploration system is much
smaller than the forward modeling domain (after Wilson et al. 2010)
1 The term ‘‘cultural noise’’ is well-known in electromagnetic geophysics to denote a buried and/or above-
ground man-made metallic object such as a pipeline, steel fence, or storage tank located within or in the
vicnity of an electromagnetic survey and whose unwanted response distorts the wanted geological signal.
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spaced data points. It is found that enforcement of model smoothness constraints across
adjacent flight lines helps to reduce the flightline-parallel striping that often degrades AEM
datasets. The linearized system on which the inversion is based is solved using a Choleski
decomposition with back substitution.
An innovative method for calibrating AEM datasets has been devised by Yin and
Hodges (2009). In their method, a wire loop is laid out on the ground surface and AEM
data are acquired over it. The resistance and inductance of the wire loop can be changed to
explore variations in the AEM system response. The authors examine the part of the signal
corresponding to the mutual inductance between the wire loop and the underlying Earth.
This is done by calculating the response of a uniform half-space to energization by the
eddy current in the wire loop that is caused by the primary disturbance in the airborne
transmitter. It is found that the time taken for the loop-earth signal to dominate the overall
response increases with the underlying resistivity of the ground.
Fraser and Hodges (2007) compare datasets acquired with a horizontal coplanar loop–
loop system that is first flown at helicopter altitude h and then towed along the ground. The
in-phase electromagnetic response in the inductive limit is large and positive for the flown
system and large and negative for the towed system and vanishes at h * 0.35 s, where s is
the intercoil spacing. Commensurate with expectations, the penetration depth of the flown
system is larger, while the spatial resolution of the towed system is greater.
9 New or Emerging Techniques
There have been several innovative applications of near-surface electromagnetic geo-
physics over the time span 2007–2010, many of which hold promise for future break-
throughs in our interpretation capabilities or could enable new and exciting geoscience
Fig. 11 a SkyTEM flight lines from an AEM survey in Denmark; b Delaunay triangulation of individual
data points (after Viezzoli et al. 2008)
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discoveries, in different application areas. I have selected a few for inclusion in this
section.
In many applications of near-surface geophysics pertaining to environmental site char-
acterization, inferences based on electromagnetic induction data alone are typically not
sufficiently persuasive to satisfy significant numbers of stakeholders. Uncertainty is often
reduced when electromagnetic data are properly combined with other types of geophysical
data. To further explore this concept, consider the problem of landmine detection. This is an
emerging subdiscipline of geophysics that requires exacting measurements and meticulous
data processing and interpretation due to the huge cost of false alarms. Landmine detection
systems under development typically consist of multisensor configurations including GPR,
electromagnetic induction, and supporting instrumentation such as infrared cameras. It is
critical that the different components of the multisensor system work synergistically to
provide the best possible decision on whether or not a mine is present. To this end, Frigui
et al. (2010) have presented a new multisensor fusion algorithm, based on the principles of
statistical classification, that optimally combines GPR and electromagnetic induction
information. The authors have demonstrated that the fusion algorithm outperforms either
detector working alone or both detectors working with equal weight (Fig. 12).
Biogeophysics is another emergent subdiscipline that seeks to understand the geo-
physical signatures of subsurface microbial activity and the manner in which microor-
ganisms affect geological processes. Recently, Atekwana and Atekwana (2010) have
reviewed advances in applications of the electrical and electromagnetic geophysical
techniques to understanding biogeophysical signatures at LNAPL (light non-aqueous phase
liquids) contaminated sites. A discussion on the physical and chemical basis for observable
geophysical signatures from subsurface LNAPL distributions (Fig. 13) is given. The
authors have suggested that loop–loop electromagnetic and RMT systems are promising
electromagnetic techniques for future biogeophysical studies. A case study from a disused
petroleum refinery site is described in which a loop–loop electromagnetic system detected
high conductivities, apparently caused by ions released during the biodegradation of
LNAPLs from a subsurface hydrocarbon plume.
Fig. 12 Receiver performance curve showing probability of target detection (PD) against probability of
false alarm (PFA) for a number of different GPR and EM data fusion strategies. Context-dependent fusion
(red curve) shows the best performance because it provides the highest PD for a given PFA (after Frigui
et al. 2008)
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Seismologists have long been aware that Earth’s elastic wave response at one location
due to an impulsive source deployed at a second location (see Fig. 14) can be extracted
from a cross-correlation of wavefields recorded at both locations. It has been conjectured of
late that such an interferometric method might be applicable to marine controlled-source
electromagnetics (CSEM) data interpretation. Fan and Snieder (2009) have shown, how-
ever, that CSEM interferometry using cross-correlation is impractical since it requires a
large number of active sources to be deployed very close to the measurement locations. On
the other hand, Wapenaar et al. (2008) have argued on theoretical grounds that interfer-
ometry of diffusive marine CSEM signals may be feasible for a variant of the method that
utilizes a multidimensional deconvolution procedure rather than cross-correlation. A major
attraction of diffusive interferometry is that it can potentially remove the contributions of
the overlying air and seawater layers from marine CSEM data.
Butler (2009) has reviewed recent developments in freshwater and marine near-surface
electrical and electromagnetic geophysical techniques. Early demonstration of the feasi-
bility of seafloor near-surface electromagnetics centered on a towed coaxial magnetic
dipole–dipole configuration that was capable of mapping porosity and other geotechnical
Fig. 13 Soil moisture and
LNAPL contamination
distribution in the vadose zone.
The LNAPL rapidly partitions
into vapor, residual, free, and
dissolved phases, as shown (after
Atekwana and Atekwana 2010)
Fig. 14 (left) Ideal propagation of an impulsive signal between two stations located at level 1; (right) the
actual signal propagation paths can include effects such as multiple reflections from the free surface at level
0 (after Wapenaar et al. 2008). Used with permission
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properties. Of late, this system has been applied to the study of coastal hydrological
processes including freshwater and saline water exchanges between oceans and rivers. In
addition to this, conventional terrestrial loop–loop systems have been floated on rivers or
installed within non-conductive boats in order to map sub-bottom clays or zones of sali-
nization underlying the fresh water (Fig. 15). A new compact electromagnetic system has
recently been deployed on a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) for mapping massive sul-
fides immediately beneath the deep seafloor.
The electromagnetic induction method operates in the diffusive regime at low fre-
quencies, such that electrical conductivity is much greater than the product of permittivity
and frequency, r  ex, in which case the displacement currents that generate electro-
magnetic wave propagation effects can be safely ignored. In near-surface electromagnetic
experiments conducted in resistive terrains at high frequencies, displacement currents can
become important and their neglect could lead to artifacts in model reconstructions and
incorrect geological interpretations. Kalscheuer et al. (2008) have suggested that the
dielectric effect should be considered when its magnitude approaches the level of error in
the measurements. As shown in Fig. 16, significant effects of displacement currents on the
amplitudes and phases of 2-D RMT impedance data up to 300 kHz acquired in highly
resistive terrains are found in this contribution through the development and application of
new 2-D modeling and inversion capabilities.
The capabilities of time-domain airborne electromagnetic (AEM) systems for mapping
unexploded ordnance (UXO) have improved greatly in the past several years. AEM sys-
tems offer advantages over airborne magnetometry since the data are not greatly affected
by magnetic soils or basalts and non-ferrous items can be detected. The performance
characteristics of a new AEM system (Fig. 17) are outlined by Doll et al. (2010). The
system has eight coincident transmitter/receiver loops mounted on a boom beneath a
helicopter flown at several m altitude. Significant improvements over the past several years
have been made in the noise reduction and data processing algorithms. Recent test results
Fig. 15 (top panel) A
commercial loop–loop EM
sensor and a GPR system
deployed on a non-conductive
boat, dimensions are in m;
(bottom panel) a riverine sub-
bottom electromagnetic
geophysical survey conducted in
Turin, Italy (after Sambuelli et al.
2007)
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Fig. 16 A 2-D RMT inversion in resistive crystalline terrain neglecting displacement currents (top panel);
inversion of the same data including the effects of displacement currents (bottom panel) (after Kalscheuer
et al. 2008). Used with permission
Fig. 17 The Batelle TEM-8 airborne system for UXO detection and classification (after Doll et al. 2010)
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from a seeded site indicated 99% probability of detection of an ordnance item within 1.5 m
of its actual location and 98% within 1.0 m.
10 Selected Applications
My search of the literature has revealed that the major areas of application of near-surface
electromagnetic techniques can be broadly organized into hydrogeology, contamination,
UXO and landmines, soils and agriculture, archeology, hazards and climate, and ‘‘other’’
applications. In this section of the review, I have chosen to highlight a representative case
study from each of these application areas. A bibliography attached to the end of the
review lists additional selected papers in each area.
The hydrogeology example is a case study by Auken et al. (2009). A helicopter transient
AEM survey with *300 m penetration depth was carried out over a 190-km2 area of Santa
Cruz volcanic island in the Galapagos archipelago (Fig. 18). The island has few freshwater
resources, a fast-growing population, and unique, pristine ecosystems. Very little, however,
is known about the hydrogeology. The acquisition of geophysical data improves this
understanding and assists in the development of effective water resource management
strategies. The main exploration target is conductive zones perhaps indicative of water or
clay confining layers that are located within the resistive ([1,000 Xm) volcanic terrain. A
Fig. 18 (top panel) SkyTEM flight lines over Santa Cruz island. Contour levels in m a.s.l.; (middle panel)
resistivity profile along the N–S cross-section; (bottom panel) hydrogeological interpretation of the AEM
data (after Auken et al. 2009). Used with permission
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3-D spatially constrained series of 1-D local inversions is used to determine the subsurface
conductivity structure. The northern leeward side of the island is found to exhibit very low
conductivity and thus has a low hydrogeological potential. A perched aquifer at
*80–100 m depth may exist on the windward side. The AEM inversions also suggest that
intruded seawater underlies the periphery of the island. The geophysical data cannot
resolve the presence of possible freshwater lenses above the saltwater.
The contamination example is an investigation into arsenic concentrations in Bangla-
desh by Aziz et al. (2008). It is well established that groundwater pumped from wells
across the Bengal Basin often contains a hazardous (defined herein as [50 lg/L) level of
arsenic. The source of the arsenic is difficult to ascertain in view of the strongly hetero-
geneous fluvio-deltaic geology of the region. A 25-km2 survey area was chosen in which
*5,000 arsenic concentration values from shallow (\22 m) Holocene aquifers were
available. Loop–loop frequency-domain electromagnetic data were acquired to discrimi-
nate subsurface zones of clays and sands in an attempt to better understand the observed
spatial variability of the arsenic concentration data. About 18,500 ra readings were made at
*4–8 m station spacing along a number of transects, typically 100 m to 1 km in length,
distributed across the survey area. A spatially continuous ra map was constructed by
kriging (Fig. 19). It is found that 73% of the wells show non-hazardous arsenic levels in
the areas of low ra \ 10 mS/m values, which are presumably sand-dominated regions.
However, only 36% of the wells show non-hazardous arsenic levels in the high ra [ 10 S/
m, clay-dominated regions. The ra values were also found to correlate with the depth
gradient of arsenic concentration within a well. These findings suggest that the clay-
Fig. 19 A spatially continuous kriged map of EM34 apparent conductivity readings, along with arsenic
concentration data from shallow wells, Bengal basin (after Aziz et al. 2008)
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dominated areas are at higher risk, since groundwater recharge percolating downward
through sandy soils tends to prevent arsenic concentrations from rising to hazardous levels.
The UXO case study is taken from Gasperikova et al. (2009). The cleanup of buried
unexploded munitions is an expensive task; at most sites, [99% of excavations are false
alarms due to non-hazardous items. Development of new geophysical capabilities is
needed to lower the false alarm rate while maintaining a high probability of detection. The
electromagnetic response of a buried UXO approximates that due to a polarizable magnetic
dipole. UXO targets are bodies of revolution characterized by a single major polarizability
aligned with the long axis and two equal smaller transverse polarizabilities. This paper
describes the performance of a new cart-mounted electromagnetic induction system of
three orthogonal 1 9 1 m loop transmitters transmitting a 340-ls half-sine pulse combined
with eight pairs of embedded differential coil receivers measuring qBz/qt at 20-Hz reso-
nance frequency over a 1.26-ms measurement window. A statistical classification method
is used for polarizability tensor retrieval. After testing and calibration, a survey at a
military test site containing buried, identical 107-mm mortars was undertaken. All 56
mortars were identified while excavation of false alarms contributed to less than 20% of the
total dig time.
An example from soils and agriculture is the paper by Robinson et al. (2009). A primary
aim of time-lapse hydrogeophysics is to better understand subsurface hydrological pro-
cesses by monitoring changes in geophysical images over time. The authors performed
spatiotemporal loop–loop electromagnetic data acquisition across a *4-ha agricultural
field site in the Mekong floodplain, Cambodia. Each survey of *1 m penetration depth
consisted of *1,000 ra measurements on *25–30 lines with *4-m station spacing.
Apparent conductivity ra was surveyed nine times over a period of 2 weeks, with an
intensive rainfall event occurring between the first and second surveys. Spatially contin-
uous ra maps were constructed by kriging. The maximum average ra value occurred
4–5 days after the rainfall event, providing an estimate of the water infiltration rate. The
average ra value remained higher than its original value 3 weeks after the rainfall event,
suggesting that the soil had not returned to its original dry state. Analysis of the time-lapse
images indicated hydrologically important zones of water accumulation and depletion that
are most likely related to clay content.
The archeological example is from Conyers et al. (2008) who have used loop–loop
electromagnetic data to map the floodplains of meandering rivers at *2–6 m depth. This
sedimentary environment presents challenges for traditional archeological prospection
methods as cultural remains are often deeply buried, leaving no trace at the surface. Human
settlement remains are often found in past topographic highs such as levees and terraces
since they contain rich soils and are not subject to frequent flooding. Apparent conductivity
ra maps derived from the geophysical data can be used to determine spatial variations in
sands, gravels, clays, and organic matter. The resulting patterns are often suggestive of
floodplain paleofeatures such as channels, point bars, levees, terraces, and oxbows. The
geophysical images help the archeologist to reconstruct historic floodplain environments
(Fig. 20). This information can then be used to guide a more efficient search for archeo-
logical remains. Case studies are presented from rivers in California, Texas, and Missis-
sippi. The electromagnetic survey results indicated that 60–90% of the site areas do not
warrant further archeological interest. Subsequent excavations of the more promising areas
were successful in finding buried archeological remains at the Texas and Mississippi sites.
The hazards and climate example is from Haas et al. (2008) who used a combination of
helicopter AEM and ground-based loop–loop electromagnetics to measure the thickness of
perennial sea ice in the Weddell Sea as part of a larger investigation into the effects on the
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snow and ice cover during spring warming in Antarctica. The investigated ice floe is
composed of snow, first-year, and second-year ice. Average thickness based on the AEM
data is 3.01 m and 2.64 m based on the loop–loop data. The first-year ice thickness did not
change during a 3-week period in the spring, while the second-year ice thickness decreased
by 0.4 m, perhaps as a result of bottom melt. Alignment of vertical brine channels within
the ice is expected to cause horizontal electrical anisotropy with rv [rh by almost an
order of magnitude; however, the inductive measurements are insensitive to rv. The
apparent bulk conductivity increased from 37 to 97 mS/m during a warming of *2 C,
while rh changed from 9 to 70 mS/m. These changes are likely caused by increases in brine
volume. The amount of ice thinning seen in the Antarctic perennial sea ice is much less
than deduced from similar observations in the Arctic.
11 Closing Remarks
A glance at the reference list and bibliography appended to this review should leave no
doubt that near-surface applied electromagnetic geophysics is currently experiencing an
explosive period of growth. I have described some of the most notable recent advances in
traditional topics and have introduced a few newly emergent techniques and exciting
geoscience applications. The electromagnetic induction technique, along with its siblings
DC resistivity, induced polarization, and ground-penetrating radar, will continue to grow in
Fig. 20 (left) Plan-view distribution of electrical conductivity based on loop–loop EM data, along with
interpretation of floodplain sedimentological structures; (right) magnetic map revealing a native American
dwelling preserved within the natural levee (after Conyers et al. 2008). Used with permission
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popularity among geoscientists over the next years and decades. The reasons are at least
twofold. First, a wide variety of users including soil scientists, archeologists, hydrologists,
volcanologists, and many others have already achieved tremendous successes in applying
the method. Second, and more importantly, we are only just beginning to understand and
exploit the rich information content that is available in electromagnetic datasets. Earth
materials have essentially infinite complexity, which is readily confirmed simply by gazing
upon a handful of soil. Electromagnetic methods, with broad opportunities to design new
transmitters, receivers, and interpretation tools, offer possibilities unmatched elsewhere in
geophysics to capture and understand the spatial complexity that lies buried beneath the
surface.
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